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INTRODUCTION
Twitter is a collection of microblogs that cover hundreds of millions of different topics.
The blogs are an online agora, which is instrumental in spreading news and rumours.
Historically, Twitter has proven that it was useful in documenting the spread of human
diseases. During the period of viral outbreaks, social media platforms like Twitter
captured human interaction relating to influenza (Broniatowski, Paul and Dredze,
2013), H1N1 (Chew and Eysenbach, 2010), and Ebola (Lazard et al., 2015).
Covid-19 pandemic is one of the hottest themes on Twitter in 2020. People are
mentioning a wide variety of topics related to the virus, such as preventive guidelines,
government updates, and the information about the spread.
Neuro-linguistic programming analysis of the tweet content related to the Covid-19
could yield a better understanding of the effect of the outbreak on the sentiment of
the general emotion and the public knowledge about the virus.
Human disease outbreaks have become increasingly frequent and widespread since
the 1980s, and this was caused by a variety of biological, environmental, and
socioeconomic causes. The coronavirus family was not considered highly pathogenic
until 2003 and 2012, with the advent of extreme acute respiratory syndrome in China,
followed by respiratory syndrome in Saudi Arabia in the Middle East (Zumla, Hui and
Perlman, 2015).
Several pneumonia patients with an uncertain origin emerged in Wuhan, China in
December 2019. These patients were connected back to the wholesale market for
seafood and wet animals in Wuhan through contact tracing. In-depth sequence
analysis was carried out by the Chinese authorities, which provided ample evidence
that the novel coronavirus was the causative agent for the disease. COVID-19 has
spread quickly in China and elsewhere in the world (Adhikari et al., 2020). The disease
is highly contagious, and each patient will, on average, spread the infection from 2
to 4 other individuals. A total of 1,279,722 COVID-19 cases, including 72,614 deaths,
were confirmed by April 7, 2020, in 212 countries worldwide (Coronavirus, 2020).
Several studies have shown that social media can play a significant role in detecting
outbreaks as a source of data but also in understanding public attitudes and actions
during a crisis to promote the coordination of crises. Advanced surveillance
technologies are being built to sort vast quantities of real-time data on public health
information on a global scale from social media to assist public health practitioners in
making informed decisions and assisting their monitoring of public health ( Kamel
Boulos et al., 2011). Publicly available data shared by users around the world on social
media sites can be used to quickly classify the critical opinions, behaviours, emotions,
and trends that dominate individual minds regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. The
understanding of public behaviour during the pandemic would provide a window of
opportunity to stop the spread of false information and to educate about public
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health recommendations correctly and to help lawmakers with resolving primary
concerns.
An increasing body of literature has centred on investigating Twitter's use in public
health research. A systematic review paper described six essential uses of Twitter for
public health: shared content analysis, public health issues or diseases surveillance,
public participation, study participants recruitment, Twitter-based public health
initiatives, and Twitter user network analysis (Moorhead et al., 2013). Other studies
analysed twitter data for sentiment analysis and the use of Twitter to propagate web
pages related to credible vaccines (Surian et al., 2016).
This study aims to identify the significant issues posted by Twitter users related to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Analysing this knowledge will help policy-makers and health care organisations
identify and meet their stakeholders' needs adequately

SECTION 1: PYTHON

LIBRARIES

For this project, I used 6 different python libraries to facilitate my analysis goals of this
project. The following table lists and describes these libraries.

PYTHON LIBRARY

Tweepy

Pandas

TextBlob

Scikit-Learn

DESCRIPTION
Tweepy library is hosted by GitHub and
provides access to the Twitter API through
Python.
The Pandas library that provides the user with
tools for the analysis and the manipulation of
the data. The library contains function and
data structures that enable the efficient data
processing.
TextBlob is a library that allows Python stings to
perform Natural Language Processing tasks.
The API contains us user-friendly modules that
help with part-of-speech tagging, noun
phrase extraction, sentiment analysis,
classification, translation.
Scikit-learn is a machine learning library that is
programmed with Python. The library contains.
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many data science tools such as classification,
regression, and clustering algorithms including
support vector machines, random forests,
gradient boosting, k-means and DBSCAN.

Spacy

Plotly

Spacy is a free, open-source library for cutting
edge Natural Language Processing (NLP) in
Python. It very well may be utilised to
manufacture data extraction or characteristic
language getting frameworks or to preprocess text for profound learning.
Plotly's Python graphing library makes
interactive, publication-quality graphs.

SECTION 2: DATA

COLLECTION
& PRE-PROCESSING
DATA COLLECTION
The tweets were collected and related to the COVID-19 pandemic. The tweets were
obtained on 09/05/20 using the Tweepy library in Python, and the search query was
set to 5 hashtags: #covid19, #FlattenTheCurve, #SocialDistancing, #StayHome,
#StayHomeStaySafe. The data stored was the text data and the hashtag that was
used for each tweet. The tweets that were downloaded included only English
language tweets, and each hashtag was set to download 100000 rows of data.

DATA PRE-PROCESSING
Twitter text data has included various redundant features that needed to be removed
for the final text analysis. The text data has been cleaned from the HTML entities. The
spacy library in Python has been used to remove English stop words and to remove
part of speech tags, and the tags included numeric values, interjection, conjunction,
adverbs, punctuations, partitions, determiners, particles, adpositions, spaces,
pronouns, symbols, and other words.
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SECTION 3: DATA

ANALYSIS

3.1 Pre-Clean
First part of the analysis was carried out on the dataset that has included 5 hashtags:
#covid19, #FlattenTheCurve, #SocialDistancing, #StayHome, #StayHomeStaySafe.
The tweets have been checked to see what people were posting on Twitter. A
random sample of the text data included has been obtained. We can see that the
text referred to the Covid pandemic. The information contained in the sample shows
that the Topic of the tweets will vary from tweet to tweet.

RANDOM SAMPLE: TWITTER POSTS FROM THE DATASET [PRE CLEAN]

['rt @myanc: @myanc statement on #lockdown,transgressions, misinformation and
allegations of food security corrupt practices. \\n#covid_19 and\\u2026'
'rt @shamikaravi: how is recovery looking across countries? \\n1) good: germany,
skorea, iran\\n2) slow: france, italy, spain, \\n3) china\\u2019s recov\\u2026'
'rt @katrina_wiser: on march 15, americans voluntarily helped to #flattenthecurve
\\n\\nsix weeks later, nyc cops are encouraged to beat up peop\\u2026'
'to #flattenthecurve we test and trace everyone suspected of being #covid19
positive. the virus forms networks - we\\u2026 https://t.co/x53e2zk3nj'
'rt @poorvika_mobile: distance makes us stronger. practice, follow and abide by
#socialdistancing do your part and #flattenthecurve. \\n\\n#poor\\u2026'
'rt @torontopolice: sunny, warm weather is expected this weekend but it\\u2019s
very important everyone continues to practice social distancing ;\\u2026'
'rt @govmurphy: attn knuckleheads: keep a safe distance #flattenthecurve
\\nhttps://t.co/s7os3e5klw']

The analysis of the preview of the original tweets showed that the main challenge is
to get rid of ‘noise’ from the tweets that would affect the formation of LSA tokens
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3.2 Analysis of the Covid-19 Hashtag
In-depth analysis was performed on the #covid19 hashtag and compared to the
equivalent features of the remaining hashtags.
The analysis was carried out on all the twitter hashtags, and the following features
were obtained:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Unigrams
Bigrams
Trigrams
Polarity
Wordclouds of Tokens vs Polarity
LSA topics

N-GRAM FORMATION

The formation of N-grams was performed to check the quality of the cleaning, the
frequency of words and the pairing of words with the document.

Unigram

Frequency

Bigram

Frequency

Trigram

Frequency

case

4419

test positive

4419

south bar shut

910

new

3497

new case

3497

bar shut day

910

people

3347

health official

3347

shut day health

909

health

2726

day health

2726

day health official

909

day

2694

south bar

2694

health official track

909

test

2463

official track

2463

girl adorable interaction

909

death

2418

old positive

2418

old positive girl

683

positive

2365

girl adorable

2365

positive girl adorable

679

pandemic

2186

2186

adorable interaction staff

679

help

1981

watch old positive

679

governme
nt
report

1854

adorable
interaction
positive girl
interaction staff

1854

interaction staff hospital

677

1843

watch old

1843

reaction government publish

665

today

1549

staff hospital

1549

government publish personal

506

staff

1526

1526

506

time

1512

personal data address

506

die

1464

reaction
government
government publish

publish personal data

1512

data address people

506

world

1451

publish personal

1464

press secretary test

506

hospital

1445

personal data

1451

secretary test positive

447

work

1359

data address

1445

picture right miller

446

right miller mike

445

1981
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POLARITY

In-depth analysis was performed on the #Covid19 hashtag and compared to the
equivalent features of the remaining hashtags.
The sentiment analysis was performed on the tokens using the Python Textblob library.
The sentiment score varied between –1.0 to 1.0, with –1.0 as the most negative text
and 1.0 as the most positive text. As seen below, most tweets had a sentiment score
of zero, and positive sentiment is more predominant than the negative one.

The polarity of the tokens and original tweets were filtered according to their
sentiment score to gain insights into the accuracy of the sentiment score. The neutral
sentiment tweets and tokens could contain a mix of mislabelled polarity that could
be a mix of positive and negative polarity. The natural token represented the majority
of the tweets contained in the dataset.

RANDOM SAMPLE: TWITTER POSTS BY POLARITY

NEUTRAL
▪

▪

▪

mother's day is around the corner! use this code to spread some joy!
\n\n#mothersday #alonetogether #begentle\u2026
https://t.co/kvb4elopbv
rt @gretathunberg: school strike week 89.\n#climatestrikeonline
#stayathome #fridaysforfuture #schoolstrike4climate #flattenthecurve
https:\u2026
rt @joetimberwolf: this is fine! #flattenthecurve
\n#watchoutforyourfellowman https://t.co/qkw0nthv73
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▪

▪

▪
▪

rt @shamikaravi: how is recovery looking across countries?\n1) good:
germany, s korea, iran \n2) slow: italy, spain, france \n3) bad: uk\n4)
ye\u2026
on every friday, i am on #strike for #climate! #digitalstrike week 6!
\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\n\n#clim
atestrikeonline #1may\u2026 https://t.co/nz4lu5lo2u
rt @ericarios73: look at the flatearth!!! if you see a curve it's the fish-lens
because it curves one of the blue angels' jet!! #itsflat #f\u2026
rt @theswprincess: #thankyounurses for your sacrifice, dedication,
selflessness, and courage. \n\nwant to thank a nurse?\n\nstay
home\n#stayhome\u2026

NEGATIVE
▪

meatpacking industry hits grim milestone of 10,000 coronavirus cases linked to
plants #covid19 #coronavirus\u2026 https://t.co/h6wpgrwlz6

▪

my conference call went horribly wrong.
https://t.co/3ythkscmst\n\n#workingfromhome
#anotherdayatthehomeoffice\u2026 https://t.co/bn9ayamuwi

▪

no 'v'-shape return from devastating u.s. job loss #covid19 #coronavirus
#socialdistancing #flattenthecurve #trump\u2026 https://t.co/nshsrjwzwg

▪

@gothalion listen, grim is just doing his job. and he doesn't wanna be over run
with work. this man misses one day\u2026 https://t.co/stucprok1n

▪

rt @bluebirdsofmo: @govparsonmo @bassproshops you and your wife are
horrible role models. why are you flaunting around all over missouri wh\u2026

▪

#flattenthecurve means that dr's don't have to make the horrific decision of
who to save you or your neighbor. gran\u2026 https://t.co/6ws2kx1qdm

▪

does she think it compensates for the horrific damage this crime syndicate
has inflicted on the us?\u2026 https://t.co/xb6gdr5of

POSITIVE
▪

rt @patrickbrownont: a good article reminding us that we still have work to
do. #physicaldistancing is working but we are not out of the wo\u2026

▪

expressed beautifully \u2764\ufe0f \n\n#realheroes #noteofthanks
#stayhomestaysafe #police #doctors #nurses #army\u2026
https://t.co/rliycb6wxl

▪

rt @tchs: are all face mask fabrics equally effective in protecting you from
covid-19? check out this article to learn more. \n@taraparkerpo\u2026
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▪

rt @brandon_mckoy: we're from jersey. we have the best \ud83c\udf55 and
the best \ud83e\udd6f. we pump our \u270a\ud83c\udffe, not our \u26fd.
and no, we'll never change. #stayathome\u2026

▪

rt @luarocataboada: day 5 of striking for what\u2019s right! loving this
community! \ud83c\udf0e\ud83d\udc9a\n\nsolidarity @vanessa_vash
@remy_zahiga @savecongoforest\u2026

▪

the @who declared today as #handhygieneday. hand washing is one of the
best ways to reduce and prevent infections,\u2026 https://t.co/xedfeafebh

▪

rt @teamengel: congressman engel has successfully secured 100,000
#covid19 antibody tests for #newyork. engel continues to find
innovative\u2026

RANDOM SAMPLE: WORD TOKENS BY POLARITY

NEUTRAL
▪

for please wear face covering over your nose and mouth when thank

▪

school strike week

▪

message

▪

school strike week

▪

calling who and he the curve been

▪

same different

▪

field work for national flatten

NEGATIVE
▪

exceed forecasting predict grim summer

▪

conference call went horribly

▪

outrageous visiting elderly wearing

▪

make horrific decision save

▪

horrific harm from may never fully

▪

wife horrible role flaunting around all over

▪

think horrific damage crime syndicate
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POSITIVE
▪

birthday month baking myself welcome

▪

happy celebrate home

▪

during want keep great work home

▪

today world day clean been washing best

▪

great job out

▪

happy day

▪

here most wonderful ground during

ANALYSIS OF TWEET & TOKEN POLARITY

Neutral Tweets do not show any indication that they are right to be either positive or
negative. The sample of 5 tweets and does not reflect the sentiment score of the
population of the neutral polarity in the dataset.
Negative twitter tokens and posts contained words like ‘post’, ‘horribly’, ‘grim’,
‘devastating’, ‘horrible’, ‘horrific’, which have placed the sentiment polarity on the
negative part of the scale.
The excerpt obtained for the text data connected to the positive sentiment include
words like ‘good’, ‘beautifully’, ‘effective’, ‘best’, ‘loving’, which are an indicator for
the TextBlob library to score the polarity above 0.

TOKEN VS POLARITY WORDCLOUDS
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The word tokens connected to the covid19 hashtag have been separated into two
groups according to their polarity. Wordclouds for each polarity were created, and
the negative polarity was set to score being less than 0 and the score was set to
positive as greater than 0.
As seen above we can see that the Negative Polarity word cloud has included words
like ‘die’, ‘migrant’, ‘death’, ‘testing’, ‘failure’, ‘pandemic’. The negative sentiment
of those tokens may indicate that people feared the spread of the virus, the mortality
rate, and the spread of the virus by the migrant population of people.
The most frequent words in the wordcloud for the positive tokens for the covid19
hashtag include ‘case’, ‘new’, ‘positive’, ‘people’, ‘old’, ‘press’. The positive
sentiment may have been mislabelled for specific tweets as ‘ new positive case’ may
be seen by the Textblob library as an indicator for positive language due to the use of
the word ‘positive’.

REMAINING MINED TWITTER HASTAGS WORDCLOUDS

#FlattenTheCurve

#SocialDistancing
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#StayHome

#StayHomeStaySafe
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SECTION 4: LATENT

SEMANTIC
ANALYSIS (LSA)
The Latent Semantic Analysis topic modelling technique was used to classify the most
common topics in the tweets. Theme modelling is an unsupervised technique of
machine learning which can identify clusters in a set of documents.
The process of vectorisation involves breaking down the user description into tokens
and then assigning each token a particular weight. In this example, the weighting
scheme adopted is the common TF-IDF approach, which is a combination of Term
Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). TF is a local statistic because
it represents how often a word in a document appears. On the other hand, IDF
represents how rare a word is across a document collection. These statistics,
commonly used in search engines and various applications of text mining, provide a
measure of how important a word is in a given context.
TF-IDF provides a numerical weight behind a pure intuition; if a word is frequent in a
document, and rare across the collection, it is probably very representative of this
particular document, so it deserves a higher weight. In this application, the user
descriptions are treated as documents, and the TF-IDF is used.
The LSA algorithm is used on the Twitter Data to explore the potential of benefits of
categorisation of the twitter data.
The python code that was used for developing Topic was to be found on Github.
(GitHub)

4.1 LSA Topic Analysis &Optimisation
EXPLORATION OF TOPIC FORMATION.
The analysis of the LSA topics was started with the use of the dataset that has
contained all the #hashtags mined for this project. The exploratory analysis on all the
tweets was performed to gauge the performance of the Topic forming algorithm.
The number of topics or k-mean clusters was set arbitrarily to see what kind of topics
would be obtained and what kind of separation of topic clusters would be
achieved.
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The LSA model was built using all of the 383615 tweets, and the number of topics was
set to 20, and each Topic was built with 3 words.

TOPICS OBTAINED FOR ALL TWEETS

At first glance, it can be gathered that the topics are clustered together, and some
of the models lack separation.
Further work needs to be performed to establish to decrease the noise and to improve
topic formation
15

4.2 LSA Analysis Of #Covid19
As seen in the previous section, the topic formation on the twitter data was not
satisfactory. It was hypothesised that the size of data in the dataset was too vast to
create topics that would provide accurate categorisation.
The dataset was split, and 5 files were created, and each file only contained data
that has related to one hashtag.
The number of K-cluster was decreased from 20 to 5 cluster, and the number of words
in the Topic remained at 3.
A full analysis of the LSA model for the #covid19 hashtag is provided in this text. The
LSA topics and the T-SNE diagrams were included to compare the accuracy of the
categorisation between all of the hashtags.

TOPIC LIST #COVID19
▪

Topic 1: Health Day South

▪

Topic 2: Hospital Old Positive

▪

Topic 3: Case New Death

▪

Topic 4: People Government Follow

▪

Topic 5: Test Positive Right

The most predominant Topic for the #Covid19 hashtag were Topic 2, Topic 3, and
Topic 4.
Topic 1 ‘health’, ‘day’, ‘south’ could relate to how the health care system was
affected in South Africa.
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Topic 1 Tweet Example:
['rt @pps_sa: a message from dr lourens smith, a pps healthcare
administrators medical advisor. stay home, save south africa. have a video
me\\u2026']

Topic 2 group includes word tokens ‘hospital’, ‘old’, ‘positive’ and could describe
tweets that talk about the hospitals by positive cases of Covid patients.

Topic 2 Tweet Example:
["rt @ladyredwave: we've bankrupted ; ruined many hospitals to #covid19 so
as not to overwhelm them...\\n\\nhow'd that work out people\\n\\nt\\u2026]

Topic 3 group ‘case’, ‘new’, ‘death’ would indicate that the tweets are connected
to people talking about appearance of new cases and that they are cause of death
and also the progression of the disease across the society.
Topic 3 Tweet Example:
['rt @galattadotcom: 405 men and 195 women among 600 new #covid19 cases in
#tamilnadu
#vijayabaskar
#covid19
#covid19india
#coronaoutbreak
#cor\\u2026']

Topic 4 ‘people’, ‘government’, ‘follow’. The keywords in this Topic may suggest that
people react to how the government is handling the pandemic.
Topic 4 Tweet Example:
["rt @presidencyza: the president will this
provincial government and stakeholders on
strateg\\u2026 #covid19"]

morning engage with the
the province's response

The keywords that describe Topic 5 are ‘test’, ‘positive’, ‘right’ and the Topic directs
to the Twitter post that may relate to comments about positive test and on how
accurate the tests are.
Topic 5 Tweet Example:
["rt
@kateforrep:
the
state's
#covid19
community
contact
collaborative is reaching out to close contacts of people
positive.\\u2026"]
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tracing
testing

Topic 1: health day south Topic 2: hospital old positive Topic 3: case new death
Topic 4: people government follow Topic 5: test positive right

Looking at the t-SNE cluster of the 5 LSA Topics for #covid19, it can be deduced that
a clear separation of topics has not been achieved. Topics 2, 3 and 4 are closely
related, as they overlap. A clear separation of the topics is not seen. This can be
caused by the number of dimensions that have been chosen for the analysis. Topics
1 and 5 show a higher separation from the other topics, meaning they could represent
the Tweets with higher accuracy to the other topics.

#tlattenthecurve topics and T-SNE clusters
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#socialdistancing topics and T-SNE clusters

#stayhome topics and T-SNE clusters
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The performance of the LSA algorithm can be obtained by comparing the T-SNE
results for all topics created for each hashtag. The clusters in the diagrams are either
compact or sparse. The compactness of the cluster could be an indicator of well the
algorithm works. The increase in the number of topics does not improve the
performance of the topic formation as it was proved when increasing the number of
topics clusters to 20.

SECTION 5: CONCLUSION
The choice of the amounts of clusters in the LSA algorithm is a crucial factor in the
creation of topics.
This is achieved by truncated SVD, where the term-document matrix receives a k-rank
approximation. The dimensionality is reduced, which decreased the amount of noise
that was present in the corpus. The choice of the number K-clusters is import as the
increase in the number of topics will lead to overfitting and fragmentation of data,
which makes it difficult to establish semantic relationships. (Celebi and Aydin, 2016)

The validation of LSA topics can only be carried out using unsupervised analysis. The
LSA topics obtained from analysis must be compared to topics created based on
human rating. LSA is validated empirically and depend on the graders' ability to
establish those topics. (Zhang and Barber, 2008)
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When looking at the results obtained for tweeter blogs in this project, it can be
gathered that the topics have covered many subjects of the online chatter relating
to covid19 pandemic. The quality of topics created was judged by the quality of
clusters created. The main challenge was to find and set the correct number of topics
for each LSA algorithm that was ran.
Most of the microblogs had a neutral sentiment, which arose from the process of
mislabelling of the sentiment score by the Textblob library. The polarity was based on
the presence and the amount of positive sounding adjectives. Absence of these
adjectives placed the tweets into a zone of neutral polarity.
This project helped me to understand and to appreciate the work and time that it
goes into applying unsupervised learning models to the text data.

5.1 Limitations
The collected Twitter data was only sampled on a trend of 5 hashtags. As the
pandemic developed, new hashtags started appearing. For instance, a hashtag
became more widely used after a related topic becomes more popular for the virus.
Second, Twitter users do not represent the entire population, and the topics of Tweets
only indicate the opinions and reactions of online users about COVID-19. The Twitter
dataset is, however, a valuable source that allows us to examine user responses to
Twitter in real-time and COVID-19 related online activities.
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